I would like to summarize these areas of progress in the U.S. program since they will be described in detail by other speakers.
(Vugraph 1 -Fusion Development Plan)
The U.S. Department of Energy's policy for the development of fusion energy was laid out last year by John Deutch, then Director of Energy Research.
He described the goal of both fusion programs as the development of the highest potential for use of fusion energy. Developing the highest potential requires that we proceed at a measured pace through a balanced development plan, rather than plunging ahead with all our chips down on a single horse. There remain many attractive competing approaches in both of the programs, and these need to be fully evaluated; at the same time,
•\ 128 •\ we must expand the function of the research programs that are devoted to problems more properly labeled engineering than scientific, looking toward the day when they will be dominant. We expect that fusion power will reach its Initial Operating Capability around 2025, when it will be delivering about 0.1 Quad/year to the power grid--about 3-4 GWe stations. The stated intent of the policy is to stress realistic, sober appraisals of our status and prospects, both technical and fiscal.
Magnetic fusion is expected to achieve the major near-term milestone of (Vugraph 3 -Shiva)
The Shiva laser is our primary experimental facility, performing shortpulse experiments with up to 7 kJ on target.
Modifications in the laser chains and optics will shortly permit long-pulse operation on the order of two nanoseconds for further ablative compression experiments. Livermore has achieved as high as 25 shots in one month of operation. Many of these are diagnostic or physics experiments rather than fuel pellet experiments.
They will be directed over the next two years toward demonstrating fuel compression as high as 1000 times liquid density.
(Vugraph 4 -Nova)
Last May we began construction of Nova, a nominal 100 kJ laser facility built adjacent to Shiva. It will consist of 10 beamlines, each with 46 cm disk amplifiers using fluorophosphate glass.
Our present projectionsare that this facility would begin operation in 1983.
(Vugraph 5 -Fusion Projections)
This next vugraph is a representation of the Livermore strategy to reach high gains from high density target compressions using the Shiva and Nova lasers. We are confident that the 100 times liquid density milestone has been attained.
In the Shiva experimental campaigns over the next few years, we will attempt to reach target gains on the order of a hundredth of breakeven using both exploding pusher and ablatively driven targets.
This Livermore plot is a useful graphic representation of the general program experimental strategy. As Los Alamos gains experience with the operation of the Helios laser, which is also a 10 kJ machine, we would expect to accomplish comparable experiments using Helios.
(Vugraph 6 -Helios)
The 
